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What is the VLab ?

The VLab is a worldwide collaborative network of training 
centres called « Centres of Excellence » (CoEs) and satellite 
operators 

To improve the utilisation of data and products from 
meteorological and environmental satellites

Established in 2000 by WMO and the Coordination Group for 
Meteorological Satellites (CGMS)



The VLab network

Argentina (Buenos Aires and Cordoba)
Australia (Melbourne) 
Barbados (Bridgetown)
Brazil (Cachoeira Paulista) 
China (Beijing and Nanjing)
Costa Rica (San Jose)
Kenya (Nairobi)
Niger (Niamey)
Oman (Muscat)
Republic of South Korea(Jincheon)
Russian Federation (Moscow and St. 
Petersburg)
South Africa (Pretoria)

VLAB LINKS BETWEEN COES AND THEIR SUPPORTING 
SATELLITE OPERATORS
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Currently formed by 12 Centres of Excellence (CoEs) around the world.
The newest centre is the CoE Republic of Korea, which joined the VLab in January this year.
Each CoE is supported by a Satellite Agency, like shown in this map:
NOAA - Barbados and Costa Rica;
NOAA and INPE - Brazil;
NOAA and CONAE - Argentina;
ROSHYDROMET - Russian Federation;
EUMETSAT - Oman, Niger, Kenya and South Africa;
CMA - China;
JMA - Australia;
KMA - Republic of Korea.




VLab strategic goals

To provide training on 
meteorological and environmental 
satellite systems, data, products and 
applications through the CoEs;

To strengthen each CoE’s regional 
training activities.

To foster the development of 
applications for societal benefit at 
the local level by the NMHS.

TRAINING EVENT IN THE COE REPUBLIC OF KOREA
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Initially, VLab focused on use of satellites for synoptic meteorology.
Currently evolving to the use of satellites for wider range of meteorological, climate and environmental applications such as:
Marine applications;
Aviation meteorology;
Climate applications;
Disaster Risk Reduction;
Sand and dust storm detection;
Volcanic ash detection;
Other matters depending on regional priorities.
But there is still scope for further expanding the activities and topics taken by VLab.




Key points of the 
VLab strategy

Partnership between space agencies and training centres;

Covering all WMO Regions and official languages;

Sharing training resources: Virtual Resource Library, supported by 
Environmental Satellite Resource Center (UCAR COMET programme)

Classroom, distance and Blended learning courses;

Regional Focus Groups (RFG);

Event Weeks: e.g., Aviation week Caribbean 30 April – 4 May 2012

Common tools for distant learning and course management
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1- 8 Space Agencies supporting the 12 CoEs;
2- Involving all 6 WMO Regions and 7 languages: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Arabic and Chinese;
3- CoEs keep their repository of Training Materials, which are linked to the ESRC (COMET Programme) for easy search and wider visibility;
4- Classroom (face-to-face), distance (totally online), and blended learning (face-to-face plus online mixture) courses are organised by CoEs. Moodle is generally used as the course management system, allowing easier sharing of resources. The number of participants in VLab events has been growing every year.So far, about 2000 participants have been trained in the period 2010/2011.
5- RFGs are online discussion groups organised by CoEs. Some of them meet on a monthly basis, others on demand. Discussions vary from weather briefings to satellite products. Participants include students, trainers, researchers, and practitioners from met services. Examples of RFGs that meet regularly include the Americas and Caribbean, and the South Africa (meeting monthly), and the Australia RFG (meeting on demand).
6- Event weeks comprise a variety of online lectures related to a chosen main topic, offered within a week. The latest Event Week was organised by VLab Australia, on the topic of aviation. These events are recorded and can be accessed at convenience (via VLab website). Next Event Week, organised in collaboration with EUMETSAT, will take place on the week beginning the 24th of October. The topic is Dust and Ash. For more information, please see the VLab calendar of events at the VLab website. Registration is open until 20/09/2011!
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VLab Training Topics

Initial focus on use of satellites for nowcasting and short-range weather 
forecasting

Evolving into using satellites for wide range of meteorological, climate and 
environmental applications:

- Marine forecasting, marine applications

- Aeronautical meteorology

- Climate applications 

- Sand and dust storm detection 

- Volcanic ash detection

- Other matters depending on regional priorities



WMO ETR SYMPOSIUM XI, Citeko, Oct 2010WMO ETR SYMPOSIUM XI, Citeko, Oct 2010

SAND and DUST: EUMETSAT Dust Week

Map showing the countries that participated 
in the

fourth session of the Dust Event Week

Expert lecturers:
•Thomas Lee (NRL,USA)

•Hérve Le Gléau (Meteo France)

•Humaid Albadi (Oman)

•Carlos Perez (NASA-GISS and IRI, USA)

•Nuno Moreira (Portugal)

•Jose Prieto, HansPeter Roesli and Jochen Kerkmann 
(EUM)

•In the Framework of the VLab 
activities a virtual Dust Week 
Event was organised

•20 organisations world wide 
participated at this very successful 
event

WMO ETR SYMPOSIUM XI, Citeko, Oct 2010
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VLab Facts 2011

Monthly online “Regional Focus Group” meetings by VLab 
Centres of Excellence

65 courses in the year 2010/2011

>2000 participants    

Involving all 6 WMO Regions and 7 languages: English, French, 
Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Arabic and Chinese 

VLab web site: http://vlab.wmo.int

Common calendar of training events

Newsletter

http://vlab.wmo.int/


VLab Management

The VLab Management Group reports to WMO and CGMS;

Virtual meetings : 3 times a year

Face to face meetings: every 2 years

TWO CO-CHAIRS, CURRENTLY:
- KATHY-ANN CAESAR, CIMH, 
BARBADOS;
- VOLKER GÄRTNER, EUMETSAT

TECHNICAL SUPPORT OFFICER:
- LUCIANE VEECK
luveeck@googlemail.com

VLMG-5 MEETING, BEIJING, 2010
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The VLab Management Group (VLMG) is composed of representatives of each CoE. CIMH: Caribbean Institute for Meteorology and Hydrology
Current co-chairs are Kathy-Ann Caesar, from CIMH (Barbados), and Volker Gartner, from EUMETSAT.
Since 2009, the VLab also counts with the help of a Technical Support Officer (TSO). Currently, this position is voluntarily supported by CIRA. Luciane Veeck is the VLab TSO (based in UK).
VLMG meets online three times a year and also has a face-to-face meeting every two years.
Last face-to-face meeting was hosted by CMA in Beijing, 2010. Next meeting is already being organised and will take place in Brazil, September 2012.

mailto:luveeck@googlemail.com


Want to learn more 
about the VLab?

VLab central website

• http://vlab.wmo.int
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For more information about the VLab and how to get involved, please do visit the VLab central website, where you can find more about each CoE, the RFGs, Event Weeks, and access the VLab Newsletter.
A fact-sheet is also available for download.
A major feature of interest accessible from the website may be the VLab Calendar of Events, which is shared with other training Programmes such as Eumetcal, EUMeTrain; showing what is happening in the Training Community, and indicating how to participate.

http://vlab.wmo.int
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